Parco Leonardo
Rome (Italy)

Situated near Rome’s Fiumicino airport, Parco Leonardo is the city’s largest and most luxurious residence and shopping centre.

The recently completed building complex is a veritable shopper’s delight, with two levels housing over 200 shops and a hypermarket, amid amenities such as a fitness centre, hotels, cinemas and swimming pools. Apart from the shopping mall, the premises include an entire residential complex with its own school and train station.
Parco Leonardo offers convenient customer parking close to the shops. The parking area provides around 3,000 parking spaces, which are managed efficiently with the help of SKIDATA solutions.

Quick, convenient access through any of many gates allows shoppers to get the most out of their shopping experience in the heart of the pulsating metropolis that is Rome. Parco Leonardo’s retailers reward their customers with validations for discounted or free parking on the premises.

**Special Feature**

- Convenient credit card payment at car park exit gates and autopay machines
- Parking guidance system for guided vehicle navigation in and around the car park
- Parking validations help stimulate use of Parco Leonardo’s parking facilities